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There is confusion about the name of the mountain furthest left in the photo 
and most northerly in chain running from Roraima that Scharlie and I climbed 
in 1981. The local Pemon indians call it Iru or Ilu, while maps and most writers 
call it Tramén Tepuy. The massif is named Ilu-Tramén. 
We thought it was called Ilu tepuy; this is what the Pemon call it. According to 
Antonio Hitcher (2017) Pemon guide, our mountain is called Iruk (or Ilu) 
because it has the shape of the fishing basket women use to catch Iwore (a 
small fish of the genus Pyrrhulina) that they stun with barbascos, a poisonous 
plant compound.  He writes, 'In Pemon, Iruk (Ilu) is a basket, Türamen 
(Tramén) is the house of the spirits of the ancestors and Karaürin (Kerauren) 
is the tree of the family guanabana that is used to tighten the guayares and 
other basket weavings.  Ilu is the name by which everyone knows that little 
one in the savana.'  
Name in Pemon 
In the native tongue of the Pemon the word tepui means "house of the gods". 
They are sacred to the Pemon and there are myths describing their creation. 
According to Derbyshire and Pullen (1986) there are six branches or 
groupings of Pemon American Indians distinguished by distinct dialects of the 
Cariban Pemon language: Arekuna, Ingarikó, Kamarakoto, Taurepan 
(Taulipang), Mapoyo and Makushi (Macuxi). About 10,000 Pemon speaking 
people live in the Gran Sabana of Venezuela, in southern Guyana and in 
Roraima State of northern Brazil, the original homeland of the Carib people 
from whence they expanded north into the Caribbean islands and south into 
Brazil. They perfectly understand each other dialects and are generally bi-
lingual in Spanish or Portugese. The Indians living near Ilu Tepuy are from the 
Taurepane branch.  



Cartography 
Unfortunately maps show the three mountains from north to south as Tramén, 
Ilu and Kerauren Tepuy and this is the naming convention most published 
writers have adopted. 

 
Map by Emilio Perez 

 
Emilio Perez (2017) Venezuelan cartographer and mapmaker writes, Ilu-tepui 
and Karaurin-tepui is a massif of three summits, the most northerly of which is 
a high pinnacle or tower commonly referred as Tramén Tepui  
The very first map of the area showing the Ilu-tepui toponym was the one 
drawn by Robert Schomburgk on his 1838 exploration and published in 1842 
in which Tamen Tepui appears under the name of IRU - Tupu. 



Between 1900-1905 the United States government produced a series of maps 
based on Schomburgk maps for the Venezuela-British Guyana Diferendum 
that also shown ILU (Irú)-tepui and do not mention Tramen Tepui. 
The 1938 Levantamiento de información geográfica de la comisión de la Gran 
Sabana (varios mapas) shows TRAMEN Tepui for first time. 
In 1940 the American Geographical Society of USA map clearly shows 
Tramen Tepui  marked north Ilu Tepui. Since then till today the name Tramen 
Tepui appears on many CVG-EDELCA, Otto Huber, IGVSB and Emilio Pérez 
maps. 
Despite all these maps, writes Emilio Perez, the Pemon-Arekunas from the 
areas nearby refuse to call this pinnacle-tepuy Tramen, calling it ILU (IRU) 
TEPUY, which is consistent what Schomburgk named it in 1838. 
Previous expeditions 
Previous expeditions to Ilu-Tramen include that of Basset Maguire, botanist 
and Director of the New York Botanical Garden, in the early 1950s and 
Guyana mountaineer, Adrian Thompson, both expeditions reaching the col 
between Ilu and Tramen Tepuy. Various Youtube videos from 2007 and 2008 
show groups at the base of our mountain prospecting a route. These all call 
the mountain Ilu tepuy. Robin Colson (2011), however, in his book Beyond Ilu 
Tepuy, calls our mountain Tramén Tepuy and the larger mass the south he 
calls Ilu. 
Polish ascent 2012 

A Polish team claimed the first ascent of Tramén Tepuy (Ilu Tepuy) in 2012. 
On February 14 at 3.30 PM, Polish-Venezuelan expedition under the auspices 
of National Geographic Polska reached the previously unconquered, difficult 
Tramen Tepui peak (2726 m) located on the border of Venezuela and 
Guyana. The ascentionists were Carlos Mario Osorio, Alberto Raho, and 
Polish mountaineer and photographer Marek Arcimowicz. The expedition was 
headed by Michał Kochańczykand other members of the team included 
Izabela Stachowicz, a graduate of biology at the Jagiellonian University and 
Manuel Mosquera, a Venezuelan rock climber.  
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